A smart exit-sign system is an exit-sign system that can proactively orient the direction of an exit sign toward the shortest safe path in fire situations. In a previous study, an automated direction setting algorithm for a smart exit sign was proposed that assumed the exit signs were controlled by the main central server. This study proposes a new direction setting algorithm for a server-independent smart exit-sign system. The server-independent direction setting algorithm (SIDSA) can be divided into four main steps once the smart exit-sign system is installed and initialized: (1) update of the fire-status information detected by a sensor; (2) sharing of the fire-status information with neighboring exit-sign modules; (3) update of the shortest-path (distance) information according to the fire situation; (4) update of the direction on the display board. SIDSA has been validated through multiple simulations.
Introduction
When an emergency situation occurs in a building, evacuees not familiar with the building's structure rely primarily on their instincts when looking for evacuation routes. The more complicated and larger a building, the more likely it is that evacuees will get disoriented. Kobe confirmed through experiments that people's dependence on exit-sign lights significantly increases in emergency situations compared to nonemergency situations [1] .
Currently, the most commonly used exit sign has a fixed direction sign that is sometimes ambiguous and has the potential to guide evacuees to dangerous areas. Choi's experiment showed that more than 60% of participants failed to find an exit when relying on exit signs in a complete blackout situation, regardless of their age, nationality, and disability. These results suggest that fixed-direction exit signs can be ambiguous [2] .
To improve conventional exit signs, the concept of smart exit-sign systems has been proposed [3] [4] [5] [6] . These are sensor network systems that detect dangerous areas and orient the direction of exit signs toward the closest safe exit. Some of these systems were proposed as mobile phone-based systems [3] .
In a previous study [4] , we proposed the automated direction setting algorithm (ADSA), which is based on Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm. In emergent situations, ADSA calculates the shortest path and orients exit-sign directions toward the shortest safe exit from each exit-sign module. However, ADSA assumed that exit signs would form a sensor network and communicate with each other through a central server.
To the contrary, in cases of the loss or failure of a network, or in the case of the failure of the central server due to fire, the system will not function properly. To overcome this limitation, we developed a new direction setting algorithm that does not require a central server.
This paper presents the new server-independent direction setting algorithm (SIDSA) for smart exit-sign systems. Instead of using a central server, modules of a server-less smart exit-sign system communicate only with neighboring modules and update the sign direction based on shortest-distance and direction information sent by neighboring modules. The next section of this paper provides a review of existing smart exit-sign systems, including ADSA. The third section describes SIDSA using illustrated examples, and the fourth section introduces a simulator developed to validate the algorithm. Finally, the fifth section reports the validation results.
Literature Review
Several previous studies proposed a smart exit-sign system and an associated algorithm for calculating the shortest path, but these systems were proposed as nontested conceptual systems.
Kim et al. proposed a smart exit-sign system using Floyd's algorithm [5] . Another research team proposed a similar system using Dijkstra's algorithm [6] . These studies, however, explained neither their choice of algorithms nor how they tackled several problems that occur when Floyd's and Dijkstra's algorithms are deployed system ba do not ne from one Dijkstra's only from building building.
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